We derive bounds on leptonic double mass insertions of the type δ l i4 δ l 4j in four generational MSSM, using the present limits on l i → l j + γ. Two main features distinguish the rates of these processes in MSSM4 from MSSM3 : (a) tanβ is restricted to be very small 3 and (b) the large masses for the fourth generation leptons. In spite of small tan β, there is an enhancement in amplitudes with llrr(δ ll i4 δ rr 4j ) type insertions which pick up the mass of the fourth generation lepton, m τ ′ . We find these bounds to be at least two orders of magnitude more stringent than those in MSSM3. The presence of the fourth generation would also modify the CKM matrix thus leading to strong effects in B and K physics. One crucial factor is the value of V tb . The present Tevatron limits [10] on V tb would allow it to be as small as ≈ 0.7 at 3 σ. Such large deviations can lead to significant effects in B-physics [12] . Unitarity of the CKM4 together with electroweak precision measurements put significant constraints on the allowed forms of the four generational CKM matrix. Similarly, * Electronic address: sumit@cts.iisc.ernet.in † Electronic address: vempati@cts.iisc.ernet.in
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1. In the recent times, there has been a renewed interest in the idea of the fourth generation of Standard Model fermions. While additional generations have been proposed quite a while ago [1, 2] , the present exploration [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] of the fourth generation is more timely and in tune with the on-going searches at LHC [4] as well at the Tevatron [22, 23] . The presence of fourth generation can enhance the production rates of the Higgs at the Tevatron and thus ruling out a significantly larger mass range [5] compared to the three generation SM.
In addition to the direct searches at Colliders [4, [22] [23] [24] , the fourth generation could be probed indirectly in processes where the fourth generation can contribute through loop effects. The fourth generation contributions to the S and T parameters would push them out of the experimentally allowed (3σ) range. A heavy higgs, together with almost degenerate masses for the fourth generation has been proposed by Kribs et. al[6] to over come this problem (See also [8] ).
The presence of the fourth generation would also modify the CKM matrix thus leading to strong effects in B and K physics. One crucial factor is the value of V tb . The present Tevatron limits [10] on V tb would allow it to be as small as ≈ 0.7 at 3 σ. Such large deviations can lead to significant effects in B-physics [12] . Unitarity of the CKM4 together with electroweak precision measurements put significant constraints on the allowed forms of the four generational CKM matrix. Similarly, flavour observables in the K and D physics sector would also constraint the mixing and the masses of the fourth generation quarks [14] .
In the leptonic sector, the effects of fourth generation are quite different compared to the Standard Model with massive neutrinos. The fourth generation neutrino is necessarily greater than 45 GeV to escape the LEP limit on the invisible decay width of Z. As with the CKM, the PMNS matrix is now 4 × 4 whose form determines the couplings of the fourth generation neutrino. These are strongly constrained from the deviations of the fermi coupling constant, lepton universality tests as well as rare lepton decays [15, 16] .
Supersymmetric extensions of the four generation can be motivated as a solution to the little hierarchy problem. The fourth generation with new additional Yukawa couplings much larger than the top (especially t ′ and b ′ ) can easily enhance the 1-loop correction to the light higgs mass by a factor of 2 or more. In fact tanβ of O(1) could now easily be allowed [17] . The relevant Higgs production cross sections and decay branching fractions have been studied in [18] . Another reason why the combination of supersymmetry and four generations is interesting is that first order phase transition relevant for electroweak baryogenesis is now possible without introducing an additional singlet [19] .
Such large Yukawa couplings however elude traditional SUSY-GUT model building with four generations. Perturbativity of the Yukawa couplings puts strong UV cut-offs on these models, which can utmost be of O(100 TeV) [20] . Thus perturbative gauge coupling unification is not possible unless additional matter is added [21] 1 . In a similar manner, with four generations, it would be hard to realize traditional supersymmetric breaking methods like mSUGRA, minimal AMSB etc with soft terms defined at the high scale and renormalisation group evolution determining the soft spectrum at the weak scale. While minimal gauge mediation is already ruled out, General Gauge Mediation and variations of it are more suited for the case of MSSM with four generations [20, 25] .
Similar to the Standard Model with four generations (SM4), one would expect MSSM with four generations (MSSM4) would also contribute to the flavour processes. However unlike in the SM4, in MSSM4, flavour violation is determined by the mis-match between flavour states of SM particles and their super-partners (the super-CKM or super-MNS basis). In fact, it has been known that large flavour violating terms within the super-partners are strongly constrained by various flavour violating experiments [26] . One more feature that would make flavour studies within MSSM4 worthwhile is that tanβ is restricted to be very small 3. Thus, large tanβ enhancement which is typical most MSSM flavour violating processes, especially the ones which involve dipole operators, is absent within the case of MSSM4. Secondly, the large masses of the fourth generation could lead to enhancement of amplitudes within the context of some dipole operators. Taken together, we think the interplay between two factors make it worthwhile to explore flavour processes within MSSM4.
In the present work, we explore flavour violating constrains in MSSM4. We concentrate on the leptonic sector. Typically, the leptonic sector provides an unambiguous constraint on the flavour violating entries compared to the hadronic sector where the bounds are dependent on the parameterisation of the CKM matrix as well as the uncertainties in the hadronic matrix elements.
Before proceeding further, a couple of comments are in order. The fourth generation neutrino with a mass m ν τ ′ > 45 GeV could be a Majorana particle or a Dirac Particle. While in the SM, Lepton flavor violation(LFV) processes don't significantly get modified due to this, the construction of models in each case could be quite different. In most cases, there could be additional particles at low scale [27] . In supersymmetric theories, lepton flavour violation is typically proportional to the scale of supersymmetry breaking. While there could be significant model dependence in construction of the neutrino mass matrices, the flavour violation in the supersymmetry breaking soft sector it selves could be a major contributing factor. In the present work, we will assume all the dominant source of LFV in MSSM4 comes from the soft sector, which is model independent.
In should be noted that in realistic models, in addition to the flavour violation from the soft sector, the standard model contribution with four leptonic generations and any additional contribution pertaining to the model should be taken in to account.
2.
As is well known, in MSSM, the dominant source of flavour violation is from the soft terms.
Thus, in a similar manner to MSSM3, there are sources of lepton flavour violation in flavour violating soft terms and are independent of the neutrino masses. To this extent there could up to twelve new flavour violating entries in the soft lagrangian in MSSM4. These are given as is the which is independent of the presence of the fourth generation. These single mass insertions are divided in to four types :ll,rr,lr and rl depending on the chirality of the corresponding fermion ; it also represents the location of the flavour violating entry in the slepton mass matrix represented schematically as
The possible combinations of double insertions which give the effective single flavour violating insertions are :
Finally, let us note that δ 3 ij can be thought of as being generated by integrating out the fourth generation sleptons.
In the present work, we will derive bounds on the double insertions due to the δ (4) ij . In the presence of non-fourth generation flavour violation the bounds would only become stronger, unless of course one considers fine tuned cancellations between the two contributions. Thus from now on, we set δ (3) ij = 0 and derive the bounds on δ ij , where we have suppressed the superscript (4). We will use the mass insertion approximations to compute the bounds as done for MSSM3 [29] .
Before we list the amplitudes for each of these mass insertions, let us make a few comments on the supersymmetric spectrum one considers to evaluate these bounds. For the fourth generation MSSM, as of now, there is no concrete model of supersymmetry breaking. The classic models of supersymmetry breaking like minimal supergravity, gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking , Anomaly mediated supersymmetry breaking etc. which are well established in three generational MSSM cannot be generalized to four generations in their present form [20] . In all probability [25] , the SUSY breaking model could be a strongly coupled sector with a low mediation scale in a similar view to the the general gauge mediation scheme of Seiberg et. al [32] . In the following, we will consider a model independent approach and evaluate the bounds in generic low energy MSSM. Thus, our approach will be similar to the approach taken by Gabbiani et. al [26] . Accordingly, we will quote our bounds in terms of the slepton mass ml (r) and ratios of the parameters which we are defined as
and z l(r) = M 2 2 /m 2 l(r)
. We also fix the ratio
. Thus, once the left handed slepton mass and its ratios are given, the right handed slepton mass and its ratios also get fixed. A crucial distinction of MSSM4 and MSSM3 is the restriction on tanβ. With the fourth generation masses being very large, tree level perturbativity restricts tanβ to be:
For a bottom-prime mass, m b ′ ≈ 300 GeV, we have tan β ≈ 2. This upper bound on tanβ is very generic to MSSM4 and is independent of supersymmetric breaking. It holds as long as one does not change the particle spectrum. Here we will present our results for few representative points in parameter space. In the following we will consider value of tanβ to be 2 2 . The values chosen for rest of the parameters are given in Table I . The parameter space points S1,S2,S3 are similar to those one has in mSUGRA/CMSSM models with universal scalar and gaugino masses at the high scale. (While S1 represents the case with m 0 ≈ M 1/2 , S2 has M 1/2 ≫ m 0 and S3
.) The point T1, T2 and T3 are motivated by the general gauge mediation framework of Seiberg et.al [32] . The three possible choices for the ratio Λ G /Λ S (Here Λ G , Λ S refers to the gaugino and scalar mass scale respectively) fixes xl and zl in this case. µ is left to be a free parameter with ratios 0.3, 0.03 and 0.01 for T1, T2 and T3 respectively.
While choosing the points above, we have not taken in to consideration the relic density constraints on neutralino dark matter from the WMAP experiment. The leptonic flavour violating rates would be different compared to those at the points chosen above. A particularly interesting case in the three generations is that of the co-annihilation region where theτ 1 , has a mass very close to that of the lightest neutralino. In MSSM4, it is quite probable that in large regions of the parameter space,τ ′ 1 is the NLSP. This is especially true if mSUGRA like boundary conditions could be realized in this model. In such regions the relation mτ′ ≈ M 1 is roughly satisfied. The parameter space points in terms of ratios w.r.t the (left handed ) slepton mass.
, and t rl = m 2 r /m 2 l .
3.
The contributions from double insertions of the type δ ik δ kj leading to flavour violating i → j processes have already been studied in literature [28, 29] for the case of µ → e + γ where the third generation flavour violation contributes. Here we generalize them to the four generation case. We list below the amplitudes for the various possible combinations of mass insertions from the fourth generation one by one.
The amplitude associated with l i l 4 l 4 l j has contributions both from chargino as well as neutralino sector. These contributions are typically listed as SU (2) and U (1) contributions in the literature [28, 29, 31] : 
Given the larger value ofα 2 one would expect that the SU (2) contribution to dominate over the U (1) contribution. The various loop functions appearing in amplitudes are listed in the appendix.
In Fig. 2 we have shown the comparison of SU (2) vs. U (1) amplitudes for different parameters sets taken from Table I . It is evident from figures that in some regions of parameter space SU (2) is dominant while in others U(1) has larger contribution. This dominance is stable under the variation of parameters zl and yl unless there is cancellation between loop functions. The dips in curves is due to these cancellations.
Given that tan β is confined to low values in MSSM4, one would expect that there is no large enhancement associated with diagrams with chirality flips either in the vertex or on the internal line ; both these amplitudes being proportional to µ tan β. In the allowed regions of tan β, the amplitudes of external chirality flip diagrams can become comparable in magnitude with those of internal flip ones. This is evident from the figure (3) , where we have have shown the ratios of the internal contribution to the external contribution for SU(2) and U(1) separately. As can be seen from figure while the internal chirality flip diagrams still dominates, there are regions in parameter space where the external amplitudes become comparable or dominate as can be seen in U(1) contribution for point S3. Of course there could also be regions where there are cancellations within the internal amplitudes as can be seen in SU(2) amplitudes for points S2 and S3. Overall we see that for S3, not only U(1) amplitudes dominate but also external flip contributions dominate
for small values of y l .
In the following (Table II-VII) we will present the bounds on the double mass insertions for the spectrum points S i (m L = 200GeV) and T i (m L = 500GeV). The Branching fraction for l i → l j γ in terms of the amplitudes is given by
where α is the fine structure constant and G F is the Fermi constant.
The present experimental on the limits of the various branching fractions are given as Br(µ → eγ)= 1.2 × 10 −11 [33] Br(τ → µγ)= 4.4 × 10 −8 [34] Br(τ → eγ)= 3.3 × 10 −8 [34] The involved branching ratios of leptonic τ decays are [35] Br(τ → ν τ µν µ )= ( = m τ ′ µ tan β mass insertion. Here the amplitude gets enhanced by a m τ ′ /m i factor associated with the mass of the decaying lepton. This factor which could be quite large could significantly strengthen the bounds by an order of magnitude or more, depending on the mass of the fourth generation lepton (τ ′ ) chosen. The amplitude for this mass insertion is given by:
For present work we have chosen m τ ′ = 100 GeV consistent with present limits from direct searches [35] . In Fig. 4 we have shown the variation of LLRR bound w.r.t slepton mass, m L . The bound scales inversely with increasing value of (square of) m L . The bound also becomes weaker as move to higher values of m R as evident from second part of Fig. 4 with different t rl values.
As mentioned previously the bounds on LLRR are sensitive to m τ ′ and thus they have stronger constraints compared to other double insertions. In Tables III, IV The amplitudes associated with rlll double insertions is given as follows. The corresponding bounds are presented in Table V .
The amplitude associated with (lr)(rr) is given by the above expression with (l ↔ r)(for corresponding bounds see Tabel VI).
Finally, the amplitude associated with rrrr double mass insertions is given by 
The corresponding bounds on double insertions are given in Table VII . As one can see like MSSM3 the constraints on these parameters are very weak in this case.
5. Double insertions are an effective way of constraining four generation flavour violating entries in supersymmetric theories. The importance of these insertions has already been stressed in the works of Hisano et.al [28] and Paradisi [29] . In the present work, we have used this approach to constraint fourth generation flavour violating entries from the existing lepton flavour violating decays. While In the present work, we have considered constraints only from the lepton flavour violating decays considering dipole transitions from gauge interactions. In addition to these processes, the double insertions could play a role in EDMs also [30] . The large mass of the fourth generation particle can lead to enhanced contributions to the EDMs. Similarly, Higgs mediated diagrams [36] [37] [38] could have transitions with double insertions. The LLRR insertion as in the present case could have enhanced contribution due to the large fourth generation mass insertion compared to its third generation counterpart, however they may be suppressed due to the low tan β requirement of MSSM4. The interplay between these two effects need to be explored.
